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Fabrizio Speziale holds a CNRS Chair in Iranian studies at the University Sorbonne Nouvelle – Paris 3. He has published extensively on the history of science in the Indo-Persianate world, including Soufisme, religion et médecine en Islam indien (Paris, 2010) and the edited volume Hospitals in Iran and India, 1500-1950s (Leiden, 2012). He is the chief editor of Perso-Indica, An Analytical Survey of Persian Works on Indian Learned Traditions (http://www.perso-indica.net) which is a comprehensive survey of Persian-language works on Indian learning, encompassing treatises and translations produced between the 13th and the 19th century. It will be the first reference work in this field and will offer an innovative contribution to the understanding of the history of the Persianate and India intellectual and literary traditions and their interaction, as well as of modern South Asian identity construction.
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